In the present research, we developed an interactive numerical simulation system for evaluation of static and dynamic characteristics of a flying head slider under nano-meter spacing conditions. This system enables rapid and efficient calculation while changing parameters that affect the numerical solution of the fundamental equations. The system also supports several types of sliders and patterned disk surfaces as well. Furthermore, the upstream finite difference method is applied to the Couette flow term instead of the conventional central finite difference method, and the convergence of the pressure solution is found to be much improved.
INTRODUCTION
Under very low flying height conditions, the solution of the lubrication equation sometimes tends to be unstable. It then becomes necessary to try costly numerical calculations repeatedly using minute time divisions and minute spatial divisions. In the present study, we have developed an interactive numerical simulation system for the purpose of increasing the efficiency of the simulation process and realizing highly precise calculations.
The Boltzmann Flow-Modified Reynolds Equation [1] is used as a molecular gas film lubrication equation. The lubrication equation is solved by using a factored implicit scheme and coupled with the motion equation of the slider in the time domain [2] . When the slider or disk surface contains surface roughness, the averaging film thickness method [3] is used in the lubrication equation.
INTERACTIVE VISUALIZATION
As described below, the system has three interrupt operations during the numerical simulation process.
(1) Parameter alteration to control and design the flying height The following geometrical and numerical parameters can be changed interactively by the operator and the results (pressure solution and the slider displacement) are displayed immediately.
Slider dimensions (size, mass, inertia moment)
Load force Depth of roughness pattern on the disk surface Moving surface velocity (2) Recovery operation when the pressure solution diverges By changing parameters dynamically, the calculation might be unable to continue when the pressure solutions become unstable or the head slider crashes into the disk surface. In such cases, the system rewinds several time steps and retries the calculation with modified parameters. Therefore, it can adjust parameters efficiently without recalculating from the beginning. Figure 1 demonstrates the recovery process of a diverging pressure solution by changing the slider size. The calculation started from slider length 2 mm (a). The solution of the pressure diverged suddenly when the slider length was changed to 0.75 mm (b). After holding the calculation, the time step was rewound 100 steps, and then recalculation was performed with a modified slider length of 1.62 mm (c). Finally, the pressure solution converged (d). 
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(3) Automatic adjustment of mesh division at the edge of the texture patterns on disk surfaces Around the edge points of surface texture patterns, a minute spatial mesh division is necessary to obtain a stable solution. In this system, the mesh of the space domain is re-divided automatically when the texture pattern region passes through the slider-disk spacing. Figure 2 shows the pressure distribution of the step-pad slider. The mesh point of the moving roughness boundary is divided minutely, thus successfully allowing for an accurate pressure profile.
INTRODUCTION OF THE UPSTREAM FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD
If the conventional central finite difference method is applied to the spatial finite differential scheme of the molecule lubrication equation, a saw undulation pattern is observed in the trailing edge pressure profile under very low space conditions. We therefore examined the finite differential scheme to get accurate and stable solutions in such a case.
Considering the physical characteristics of the air flow in the lubrication film, the central finite difference method is applied to the Poiseuille flow term and the upstream finite difference method is applied to the Couette flow term.
The calculation is performed using a taper-flat type slider with extreme conditions (spatial mesh division: 50 x 10, load force: 6.97 gf, slider length: 2 mm). Figure 3 shows the result of pressure profile at the center line of the slider. The vertical and horizontal axes represent the normalized pressure and the normalized slider length, respectively. The profile of the pressure solution has the shape of saw undulation in the trailing edge when the central finite difference method is applied (broken line), whereas it becomes stable when upstream finite difference method is applied (solid line). As a consequence, the stability and the convergence of the pressure solution are found to be much improved.
RESULTS
For the purpose of efficient analysis of static and dynamic characteristics of flying head sliders, we have developed an interactive numerical simulation system that allows for alteration of the calculation parameters dynamically. Using the system, we found that utilization of the upstream finite difference method for the Couette flow term is effective to obtain a stable pressure solution. The system will be useful for the design of head sliders on patterned disk surfaces under very low flying conditions.
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